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Situation Analysis & Research 

 

For the North Alabama chapter of the Public Relations Council of Alabama (NAPRCA), 2018 

was primed to be another year of growth, according to two major ‘vital sign’ checks -  

membership and financial soundness. Despite back to back years of double digit growth in 

membership and a solid financial resume, crucial opportunities existed for the chapter in relation 

to long range planning, member needs, leadership development and financial strength. It would 

be up to the volunteer Board of Directors, the chapter’s elected governing body, to capitalize on 

these opportunities found specifically in the following areas: 

 

Long Range Planning 

First, the Board of Directors, busy with day to day operations of  promoting and selling seats to 

its monthly professional development luncheons, rarely had the opportunity to set long term 

vision for the chapter in a way that embraced sustainability and growth. This left money on the 

table. Second, NAPRCA’s website wasn’t mobile responsive and had not been updated to meet 

modern standards since 2011. Third, considering the association is managed solely through its 

Board of Directors, it was critical to develop board member talent for future organizational 

solvency. 

 

Member Needs/Satisfaction 

NAPRCA exists for the benefit of its members. While the chapter saw increasing membership 

numbers year over year, NAPRCA was still not converting public relations professionals to 

members at the rate the North Alabama market was creating and filling public relations jobs. It 

was clear that NAPRCA needed to find better ways to showcase the value of membership. 

 

Leadership Organization & Development 

It’s critical that policies and processes related to the Board of Directors are sustainable and 

replicable for future NAPRCA leadership teams. If NAPRCA was to thrive in 2018, the Board 

would need to continue to build and reinforce successes in board processes and communication 

from  previous years. 

 

Financial  

An energized Board of Directors were ready to implement new programs and grow existing 

programming. To do so successfully required financial investment and sharp strategy using 

limited resources. The Board of Directors would have to keep a close eye on measured growth 

that also met chapter-wide, long term goals.  

 

Research 

The NAPRCA Board of Directors conducted the following research to determine its 2018 

objectives. First, the Board of Directors gathered to set goals as a cohesive group. At this 

working session, the Board shared ideas and discussed what had or had not worked in 2017. The 

ideas presented during this meeting were documented and served as the foundation for all 2018 

goals and objectives. Further,  NAPRCA conducts an online survey every other year, so the 2016 

results were reviewed for relevant takeaways as 2018 panning began. 

 

Target Audiences 
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The following target audiences were identified: 

 

● Chapter Members - Our primary audience. Happy members lead to happy new 

members. The Board asked: How is the chapter developing a leadership pipeline 

for retention and board stewardship? 

● Meeting Guests & Industry Targets - This is how we sustain the association for 

the long term. Our growth audience. The Board asked: How is the chapter doing 

when it comes to converting guests to members?  

● Board of Directors - The decision making body responsible for the direction and 

management of NAPRCA. The Board asked: Are we organized and goal focused 

with an eye on long term governance and financial stewardship? Are processes 

and policies in place to empower board members to best serve in their role? 

 

Objectives 

After reviewing its research, NAPRCA defined the following objectives: 

 

Long Range Planning 

● Refresh NAPRCA’s digital communication outreach by launching a new website, the 

chapter’s official information hub, by December 31, 2018 

● Establish long term goals and a plan of action in the arenas of chapter management, 

membership value, programming and communication by April 2018 

● Update the chapter’s bylaws to reflect modern non profit best practices by December 31, 

2018 

 

Analysis of Member Needs 

● Provide high quality, desirable programming at monthly professional development 

luncheons throughout 2018 

● Promote leadership and volunteer opportunities in the chapter by implementing at least 

two public relations projects in 2018 

● Focus on growing student membership and engagement, recognizing this audience as 

future of the chapter, throughout 2018 

 

Leadership Organization & Development 

● Prepare the Chapter for future solvency by recruiting at least two new board members for 

the 2018 board of directors by October 31, 2018 

● Provide helpful and timely information to the Board for decision making purposes by 

maintaining process for board reports and meeting agendas throughout 2018 

● Analyze and prioritize board roles to prevent duplication of efforts and utilize board 

talents efficiently throughout 2018 

 

Fiscal Management 

● Maintain a balanced budget with ten percent growth in income by December 31, 2018 

● Grow membership by 10% by December 31, 2018 

 

Implementation 

NAPRCA’s chapter management plan included ten action items. 
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Action: Create website launch team  

Summary: Website research and planning had been conducted by thoroughly by the 2017 Board 

of Directors. It was up to the 2018 Board to finish the job and get the website launched. This 

website launch committee was tasked with managing the final punch list of items needing to be 

tackled before launch. These items included: copy editing and writing, proofreading, 

hyperlinking, search engine optimization, inputting alt tags for website users with visual 

disabilities and coordinating with the website developer and hosting provider to move the site 

from the development stage to a live, user friendly product. This website launch team was also 

tasked with presenting the site to the full Board of Directors for review and archiving 

information from the former NAPRCA website. The NAPRCA website is the chapter’s hub for 

communicating membership and programming information and collecting online payments and 

meeting reservations, so it was imperative the launch team ‘cross their t’s and dot their i’s’ 

before final launch. 

Action: Assemble full board to establish long term goals and visions for the chapter 

Summary: NAPRCA’s board meetings are primarily focused on preparing for the next monthly 

luncheon and operationally executing signature, existing chapter programming such as the PRo 

Bono project, the BIG Marketing & PR Event and the Michael K. Simmons Scholarship. Rarely 

could the Board find enough time in these hour long monthly meetings to conduct strategic 

planning that would significantly move the needle. The chapter noted from its surveys, informal 

communication with members and the amount of guests who were attending monthly luncheons 

without converting to members, that it had significant opportunities to improve the chapter 

financially and operationally by dedicating time to ask and answer the questions: How can we 

improve chapter management, communication, programming, member relations and guest 

conversion?  

Action: Assign board member to lead discussion on updating chapter bylaws 

Summary: Delegation is essential, especially for volunteer boards tackling multiple projects. The 

President of the NAPRCA Board of Directors assigned a member of the board to begin laying 

the groundwork for an important discussion on chapter bylaws. The Chapter’s bylaws had not 

been updated in nearly 10 years and did not representing modern best practices for nonprofit 

boards. Further, the chapter’s statewide ‘mother’ organization was in the process of updating its 

bylaws and NAPRCA would need to ensure its rules of governance did not contradict with these 

updates. A secret Facebook group was created in January 2018 for the purpose of discussion. 

Actions: Provide 9 quality speakers for the chapter’s monthly luncheons 

Summary: Programming is the top driver of attendance, membership, and involvement for  

NAPRCA and, in addition to new initiatives and strategic planning, it was essential that the 

Board direct its attention to providing high quality speakers and topics each month. This topic 

would be an essential part of monthly board meetings. The VP of Programs was tasked with 

managing this critical aspect of chapter operations and identified several strategies to ensure the 

chapter was providing value to its members. These strategies included recruiting more out of 

market speakers, allocating additional budgetary funds to pay travel costs and speaker fees, and 

relying on polling data to ensure speakers were addressing topics of interest to members and 
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potential members. 

Action: Implement PRo Bono Project, Public Relations track for Non-Profit University, 

BIG Marketing Event, PRCA state conference and MentorMatch  

Summary: First, the PRo Bono Project which engaged volunteers from chapter membership to 

deliver pro-bono Public Relations support to a community organization. NAPRCA formed a 

committee to offer strategic planning assistance to the Huntsville Community Drumline, a North-

Alabama based nonprofit who fosters hope and potential in youth through percussion education 

and teamwork. The committee met with the “client” organization and then followed the RPIE 

process to deliver a strategic planning document. 

The second project was The Community Foundation of Huntsville’s Non-Profit University 

(NPU), which required NAPRCA provide speakers for a public relations education track as a 

component for NPU’s daylong conference in June 2018. NAPRCA recruited three of its 

members to donate their time to lead PR workshops, which were one of 10 different training 

tracks offered.  

Third, the BIG Marketing & PR Event, another signature programming offering for members 

and member recruitment is an annual partnership with The Catalyst Center for Business & 

Entrepreneurship. The end result of this yearly partnership is a professional development event 

targeted toward public relations and marketing professionals in the North Alabama area.  

If not already evident, the 2018 Board of Directors had its programming plate full to the brim. 

2018 also meant the responsibility of hosting the annual PRCA statewide conference. In recent 

history, the PRCA conference had struggled to sustain manageable profit levels and meet 

attendance goals. NAPRCA formed a committee of community members to reach a broad, 

statewide audience and assigned two experienced conference co-chairs to lead the effort. 

Finally, under the management of the VP of Students and the VP of Projects, the chapter 

launched MentorMatch, an official program of NAPRCA connecting students with seasoned 

professionals with the ultimate goals of growing professional and student membership by forging 

connections between students and members and, on the flip side, providing experienced 

members with connections to new local talent and ideas. 

Action: Call for applications for Michael K. Simmons Student Scholarship 

Summary: Student members are the future of NAPRCA. When talking about stewardship and 

future solvency of the organization, the conversation can’t take place without focused attention 

on students. With that in mind, the Board of Directors tasked the VP of Students to implement a 

plan that encouraged eligible student members to apply for the Michael K. Simmons scholarship, 

a $2,000 scholarship awarded annually.  

Action: Assist North Alabama’s UAH in establishing a new student chapter of PRCA 

Summary: In addition to encouraging and empowering students to complete their studies in the 

communication field via scholarship, the NAPRCA board of directors strongly believed 

opportunities existed to create a student chapter at UAH, which had yet to develop an active 

student chapter, a formal gateway to growing student involvement in NAPRCA. The VP of 
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Students and the VP of Membership joined forces to actively recruit a UAH faculty member to 

formally initiate a new student chapter. 

Action: Identify and recruit new members for the 2019 NAPRCA Board of Directors. 

Summary: At each board meeting, the President had an agenda item reminding board members to 

recruit a committee to support their work and to use that committee to groom as a replacement 

for their board role. The board also considered participants in the chapter’s volunteer projects as 

potential candidates for leadership. To solidify involvement of the new board, NAPRCA held a 

board transition brainstorming meeting in December, which involved both past and new board 

members. Second, the President conducted one-on-one meetings with officers with core business 

functions. The President also facilitated meetings between other transitioning officers and new 

board members in order to ensure a one-on-one transition was complete before year end.  

Action: Frequent, monthly communication with the Board 

Summary: The NAPRCA president maintained frequent communication with the Board of 

Directors. In preparation for the Board’s monthly in-person meeting, the chapter President 

interfaced one-on-one with board members in advance, prepared a meeting agenda and sent it to 

board members at least 48 hours in advance of the meeting. Board reports for each board 

member position were required to be submitted one week before a called meeting. Additionally, 

chapter luncheon agendas were created and sent to the Board to ensure run of show went 

smoothly for chapter announcements before featured speakers began. Moreover, the chapter 

president made a point to e-mail an RSVP update to the Board at least 48 hours before the 

mandatory registration deadline to ensure both board members were well informed and could 

also assist in a last minute registration push for the chapter’s primary funding mechanism, if 

needed. 

Action: Assign At Large Members to assist with enhancing chapter’s social media 

presence, fill VP of Professional Development Board Position 

Summary: In the past, At Large board members were not formally assigned specific roles, 

leaving them more likely to drop off the board or creating an increased likelihood that members 

filling formalized board positions would succumb to board burnout due to an overwhelming 

quantity of work. Further, a board role called “VP of Professional Development” had not been 

filled by NAPRCA in many years, leaving burgeoning programming efforts like the BIG 

Marketing & PR Event, and the PR track at the Non Profit University solely under the discretion 

of the VP of Programs who was already responsible for the implementation, planning and 

execution of the monthly chapter luncheons. To account for this, the President of the Board of 

Directors assigned the At Large board member to assist the VP of Communication, whose 

responsibilities were continuing to grow, with social media efforts and filled the VP of 

Professional Development role with the expressed intention to manage the chapter’s evolving 

financial driver, the BIG Marketing & PR Event as well as the PR track at the Non Profit 

University. 

Evaluation 

In terms of how NAPRCA fared, evaluation points back to the original objectives.  
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New NAPRCA website launched 

The updated naprca.org was published on January 3, 2019, shortly after the December 31, 2018 

deadline. While the website went live after the deadline, each step in the development process 

was given the time and consideration needed to make sure the website served the chapter’s needs 

in the most effective way. We were also able to come in $1,500 under budget for website 

development. 

 

Recruited five, not two, new board members  

NAPRCA exceeded its goal of recruiting two new board members for the 2019 Board of 

Directors. Four new board members would transition into rotation in January 2019.  Recruiting 

new leadership talent had been a problem area for previous boards and the 2018 Board 

leadership was pleased to see high and renewed interest in serving on the Board from its 

members. 

 

NAPRCA promoted leadership and volunteer opportunities through not two but five 

professional development opportunities 

PRo Bono Results. The PRo Bono committee dedicated an estimated 160 volunteer efforts, at a 

value of $4,000 ($25/volunteer hour). The selected non profit, Huntsville Community Drumline 

(HCD) received a robust strategic document and gave positive feedback to the committee, 

complemented by great feedback from their Board of Directors.   

 

NPU Results. The NPU committee, made up of board members and professional members, 

accrued an estimated 20 volunteer hours at a $2,000 value. Further, the committee practiced the 

following skills in the implementation of this project: research, speaker recruitment, event 

management, public speaking and copywriting.  The committee’s decision to use to NAPRCA 

members as speakers for the track provided yet another demonstrable value of membership, 

providing NAPRCA members leadership opportunities, the ability to connect with the 

community as well as the ability serve as a local expert for the profession.  

 

BIG Marketing & PR Event Results. BIG Marketing & PR Event attendance held strong with a 

total of 197 attendees, earning the chapter $3,758.42 and making it the single most profitable 

event NAPRCA organized in 2018.  Overall, the event helped expose NAPRCA to at least 76 

potential new members. Not only did NAPRCA’s logo appear in branding materials, but 

NAPRCA was recognized as a co-organizer in introductions to all sessions.  

 

 

PRCA State Conference Results. Total profit for the State Conference was just over $7,000. As 

the host chapter, NAPRCA received 20% of overall profits totalling close to $1,500. Attendance 

for the 2018 conference was 156. When compared to 2017 conference numbers (hosted in 

Birmingham), NAPRCA numbers are quite impressive. The 2017 Birmingham conference only 

netted a profit of  $1,696 with 143 attendees. NAPRCA did a nice job of leveraging the state 

conference as a professional development opportunity for members and using it as a chance to 

convert non members all while serving as a financial boon for both NAPRCA and the statewide 

organization.  
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Sent 3 emails to the Board of Directors per month. Whether sending meeting agendas, RSVP 

updates or conducting other official business, the President maintained frequent, monthly 

communication with the NAPRCA Board of Directors. This translated into achieving board 

meeting quorum at 90% of all called meetings, allowing the chapter to accomplish more of its 

yearly objectives. An engaged Board of Directors is critical if the Chapter is to continue to grow 

and transform to meet membership needs. 

 

Visioning session:Established long term goals and a plan of action. The Board of Directors 

dedication to allocating time for long range planning was successful, even if not all decisions for 

growth were implemented in 2018. The Secretary took detailed notes of decisions made in the 

visioning session and the Board identified at least 3 tangible takeaways they could begin 

implementing within the year including the development of a members only section on the new 

website, embracing member-first communication and the priority of the student membership 

pipeline. Further, the 2019 Board of Directors has agreed to use the vision outlined from this 

strategic planning session as a jumping off point for priorities and action items for the new year. 

 

Achieved all time membership record of 180 professional members. Representing a 53% 

growth in total membership year over year, this milestone placed NAPRCA as the largest chapter 

with the most professional members in the State. It also represented an NAPRCA chapter all-

time record, set in 1998, for total membership and new members in a single year. Membership 

dues represents NAPRCA’s primary revenue source making this milestone extremely significant.  

 

Analyzed and organized board roles with clear assignments. The At Large Board Member 

assigned to manage the chapter’s Twitter account, in coordination with the VP of 

Communication, yielded results to be proud of. Having a board member assigned to manage 

Twitter made communications tasks more manageable for the VP of Communications and meant 

that the Twitter account could be monitored and utilized more consistently. Further, the VP of 

Professional Development was able to solely focus on making the BIG Marketing & PR Event 

and NPU a success allowing the VP of Programs to increase the quality of programming and 

programming attendance year over year. 

 

Members wanted quality monthly programming. NAPRCA delivered. In addition to 

speciality programming offerings in 2018 such as the BIG Marketing & PR Event, NPU and the 

PRCA State Conference, an essential sign of success for NAPRCA is the health of chapter 

luncheons. Specifically, a quality indicator of member satisfaction with the chapter is monthly 

luncheon attendance. 2018 average monthly meeting attendance was 50.75 compared to 48.6 in 

2017.  

 

Bylaws updated and adopted. The chapter met its goal of updating and adopting modern by 

laws by December 31, 2018. The Board had almost a full year to review proposed changes and 

provide input. Two special called Board Meetings allowed the Board to discuss and debate 

proposed changes in person. Updates to the bylaws included: changing the Immediate Past 

President to a voting position, granting Members At Large the ability to vote, clarifying that two 

unexcused absences from the Board Meetings would constitute grounds for dismissal, creating 

term limits of 6 years consecutive years, eliminated proxy voting and more. 
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Enhanced student pipeline via scholarship, creation of UAH student chapter. NAPRCA 

received 20 applications for the $2,000 Michael K. Simmons scholarship and awarded the funds 

to a University of North Alabama student in May of 2018. This ‘put your money where your 

mouth is’ mentality expresses the extent to which the chapter values its student members, 

solidifying an important relationship that will benefit the chapter for years to come. Further, 

because of the dedication and focus of the VP of Students and VP of membership to 

methodically increase student participation and membership from UAH students, these students, 

led by their faculty advisor, created an NAPRCA student chapter at UAH, and are working to 

make that chapter official under the eyes of the State PRCA organization. 

 

Achieved a budget surplus with 6% percent growth in income. The Board of Directors’ 

financial decisions, long range planning, criterion for quality programming and membership 

push paid off. As a result, the Chapter’s 2018 income came in at $16,409 compared to 2017’s 

income of $15,440. Whereas, in 2017 the chapter maintained a balanced budget. In 2018, 

NAPRCA ended the year with a nearly $1,000 surplus. While the chapter didn’t meet its 10% 

income goal, the financial achievements were healthy and replicable. 

 

Budget 
There are no direct line items for chapter management in the budget for 2018, though all costs in 

the chapter’s nearly $18,000 2018 budget are directly related to overall chapter success. 

Specifically, the following budget items directly related to objectives referenced in this entry in 

regard to meeting membership needs, programming and the chapter’s enhanced digital footprint. 

The vast majority of chapter management objectives were achieved using volunteer time, free 

tools or came in under funds budgeted. 

● Website - $1,500 spent 
● MentorMatch - $0 spent 
● Monthly Luncheons - $5,696.19 spent 

● State Conference - $283 (NAPRCA funds spent - does not include statewide funding) 

● Michael K. Simmons Scholarship - $2,000 

● NPU - $325 spent 
● PRo Bono Project - $250 spent 
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Use of Online Payment, Pre-Payment System 
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File Storage System - Transition to Google Drive 
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Chapter Luncheon Pricing Structure  

 

NAPRCA Luncheon Pricing Discussion 

 

Situation: 

 

NAPRCA had a 249% increase in guests attending meetings in 2016. However, we did not see 

nearly the same membership conversation rate. Some thinking (and conversations with luncheon 

attendees) suggests there is not enough financial incentive to join. For example, professionals 

can attend monthly meetings as guests – and perceive they get just as much value, even more so, 

perhaps, because they spend less money. 

 

Goal:  

 

1. Increase the value – both financially and perception-based – of membership 

2. Raise chapter profit levels (to increase funds available for better programming, etc.) 

3. Enhance the financial sustainability of the chapter 

 

Solutions: 

1. Increase guest luncheon price to be competitive with market 

2. Increase walk up luncheon price  

3. Lower cost of lunch menu 
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Research: 

 

Current price points for NAPRCA  

Guests - $17 

Walk-ups - $15 for members, $12 students and $17 for guests 

 

Comparable price points in the Huntsville market 

AAF – NA: $15 for members, $20 for guests 

AFP: %25 for members, %35 for guests 

HSME:  $20 for members, $25 for guests 

HAS: $20 for members, $30 for guests 

 

Number of guests 

2016 – 158 

2105 – 66 

 

Guest income – actuals 

2016 - $2,686 

2015 - $1,122 

 

Potential Revenue of guests w/ $3 increase (15% more income) 

2016 - $3,160 

2015 - $1,320 

 

Number of walk ups (no reservations) 

2016 – 57 

2015 – 47 

 

Cost of attending monthly luncheons as guest vs. becoming a member and attending luncheons 

(assuming renewing professional membership) 

Guest – $204 yearly 

Member - $120 + $180 = $300 yearly 

 

Cost w/ guest price increase 

Guest – $240 yearly 

Member - $120 + $180 = $300 yearly 

 

Lunch costs 

At $14.50 per person 

2016 – spent $6,162.50 on food, profit: $400 - $500 
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2015 – spent $5,002.50 on food, profit:  $200- $300 

 

2016 Chapter Survey Results 
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Board Member Recruitment 
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Digital Run of Show Presentation - Chapter Meetings Announcements 
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Website Committee 
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Social Media - Facebook Page, Facebook Group & Twitter 
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Board Processes & Communication 
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Vital Signs - Membership Numbers, Fiscal Soundness, Guest Conversions 

 

 
 

 
 

 

No Shows 
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NPU & PRo Bono Project 
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Sample Page from PRo Bono Project (NAMI) - Final Report 
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